Position Title: Postdoctoral Research Scholar  
Job #12923

Arizona State University (ASU - Tempe) seeks applications for a one-year postdoctoral research scholar in Economic Thought, located in the Center for the Study of Economic Liberty (CSEL) and the School of Civic and Economic Thought and Leadership (SCETL). This position has an anticipated Fall 2019 start date (with the possibility of a one-year renewal). Relevant fields include Economics; History of Economic Thought; Philosophy, Politics and Economics; Constitutional Political Economy; Political Economy and Social Philosophy; and Voluntary Governance.

*Description:* The ideal candidate will develop his or her own research, in addition to contributing to ongoing research of faculty mentor(s) within CSEL and SCETL. The postdoc may also have opportunities to teach in SCETL. Possible research topics include: history of economic thought; philosophy of economics; economics and religion; public choice; constitutional political economy; and voluntary governance of the commons (theoretical and/or field-based research). Strong writing skills, an ongoing independent research agenda and a record of presenting at national and international conferences are strongly desired. We anticipate that the postdoc will be an active participant in workshops, conferences and events at CSEL and SCETL. **This is a full time (1.0) benefits-eligible, fiscal year appointment. Salary is $80,000.**

*Minimum Qualifications:* Applicants are required to hold a Ph.D. by time of appointment. Relevant fields include Economics; History of Economic Thought; Philosophy, Politics and Economics; Constitutional Political Economy; Political Economy and Social Philosophy; and Voluntary Governance.

*Desired Qualifications:* An ongoing independent research agenda and a record of presenting at national and international conferences are strongly desired. Possible research topics include: history of economic thought; philosophy of economics; economics and religion; public choice; constitutional political economy; and voluntary governance of the commons (theoretical and/or field-based research). It is anticipated that the Postdoc will be an active participant in workshops, conferences and events at CSEL and SCETL. Strong writing skills are desired.

**Center for the Study of Economic Liberty.** The Center for the Study of Economic Liberty is creating research programs that evaluate the contribution of economic liberty to human betterment. The Center’s programs help to advance the academic and public reputation of the W.P. Carey School of Business, in which it was founded several years ago, and the newly-founded School of Civic and Economic Thought and Leadership in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, with which it is affiliated. For more information about the Center, please see [https://csel.asu.edu](https://csel.asu.edu).

**School of Civic and Economic Thought and Leadership.** The School of Civic and Economic Thought and Leadership aims to create a new kind of leader, blending
tradition and innovation, and exploring questions of freedom and governance. For more information about the School, please see http://scetl.asu.edu.

**W. P. Carey School of Business.** The W. P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University is a comprehensive school of business offering nationally and internationally respected undergraduate, masters, and doctoral programs. The Undergraduate Program, which houses one of the country’s few stand-alone business honors programs, is ranked in the top 30 and includes six majors ranked among the top 20 within their fields according to *U.S. News & World Report*. The W. P. Carey MBA is ranked in the top 30 by *U.S. News & World Report*. With over 250 tenure-track faculty, the W. P. Carey School is a research leader that maintains vibrant collaborative relationships with business worldwide. For more information on the School, please see https://wpcarey.asu.edu/.

**Application Deadline and Procedure:** The application deadline is June 30, 2019; if not filled, every two weeks thereafter until search is closed. To apply, submit 1) curriculum vitae, and 2) cover letter of interest addressed to Search Committee Chair, Dr. Ross B. Emmett, via economicliberty@asu.edu. The letter should explain qualifications and accomplishments and future plans in research and teaching. A background check is required prior to employment. For further information, contact Dr. Ross B. Emmett, email: Ross.Emmett@asu.edu.

Arizona State University is a VEVRAA Federal Contractor and an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will be considered without regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin, disability, protected veteran status, or any other basis protected by law. ASU’s full non-discrimination policy (ACD 401) is located on the ASU website at http://www.asu.edu/aad/manuals/acd/acd401.html and https://www.asu.edu/titleIX/. In compliance with federal law, ASU prepares an annual report on campus security and fire safety programs and resources. ASU’s Annual Security and Fire Safety Report is available online at https://www.asu.edu/police/PDFs/ASU-Clery-Report.pdf. You may request a hard copy of the report by contacting the ASU Police Department at 480-965-3456.